
 

 

 

 

Using E-Commerce Search to Meet the 

Needs of the Modern Shopper 
 

 

This report examines the results of an independent e-commerce search usability and benchmark 

study by the Baymard Institute and identifies specific ways e-commerce organizations can 

improve the search experience on their site to increase conversion and boost sales.  



Introduction 

Search is the centerpiece of great e-commerce sites.  Visitors use search because it is fast and simple.  

You enter the search and immediately see results.  Using site navigation is slower and more taxing.  You 

need to read and understand the navigation structure.  Then you have multiple clicks until you finally get 

to see the products you want. 

When implemented properly, e-commerce search delivers the exact products a visitor is seeking in 

milliseconds, helping improve conversion rates.  Poor search will frustrate customers and give them the 

illusion that the site does not carry the products they want, even if the site does offer those items.  This 

leads to abandonment, lost sales and makes it unlikely that the shopper will return to the site. 

The Baymard Institute conducted a comprehensive usability and benchmark study on e-commerce 

search named E-Commerce Usability Search.  The study consisted of two parts.  The first was a usability 

study in which users were observed using a variety of search functionality on 19 large e-commerce sites 

in the U.S. and Europe.  The second part was a benchmark study in which the Baymard team tested e-

commerce search functionality on the top 50 grossing U.S. e-commerce sites. 

The report findings are very telling.  From the usability study, the Baymard team observed that: 

 More than 700 usability issues arose during the study that were specific to e-commerce search, 

 31% of the time the search issues were so severe the subjects were either unable to find the 

items they were looking for or abandoned the site in frustration, 

 65% of the time, the subjects needed more than one search attempt, with three to four 

searches not being uncommon. 

In the benchmark study, the Baymard team discovered that many of the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites 

were lacking in key e-commerce search capabilities including a lack of product type synonyms, poor 

support for associated searches that included features, themes or related information, inadequate 

support for misspelled words or word forms, and the inability to properly handle searches using model 

or part numbers. 

These poor results are particularly interesting in light of what's at stake.  If visitors can't find the 

products they want, they can't buy them.  It is that simple. 

The Baymard report highlights the need for sweeping change in how e-commerce organizations look at 

e-commerce search.  E-Commerce organizations are ignoring the tremendous risk their poor search 

engines create in customer abandonment and lost revenue.  With mobile commerce on the rise and the 

greater reliance on search in a mobile environment, the losses from abandonment will surely increase 

over time. 

This white paper will analyze and offer answers to the specific areas the Baymard Benchmark Report 

found to be severely lacking at the Top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites.  Specifically, we will describe the most 

prevalent search problems encountered at the benchmarked sites, show why these problems occur with 



traditional keyword search engines, demonstrate functionality from a next generation search platform 

that can solve these issues, and show how live sites overcome these problems today. 

About the Baymard Institute Report 

Any organization can purchase the comprehensive 297 page report from the Baymard Institute from 

their website at www.baymard.com/ecommerce-search.  The website explains in detail how the study 

was conducted.  The report is extremely inexpensive in comparison to the wealth of information from 

the studies and the deeply explained best practices guidelines. 

The Baymard Institute and EasyAsk are allowing visitors to the EasyAsk website to freely download an 

excerpt from the report, called Deconstructing E-commerce Search - The 12 Query Types.  This report is 

available at www.easyask.com/search-usability.   
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E-Commerce Search Behavior 

The usability study conducted by the Baymard Institute was designed to research how users search in an 

e-commerce context.  In general, the study found the way users search for products is very different 

than general web searches. 

When tasked to find their products, certain users in the study went directly to the search box because 

they believed it would be faster and more convenient.  They could quickly click on the search box and 

perform a search in seconds, rather than take the time decipher the navigation structure of site and 

determine which navigation path to take. 

E-Commerce search revolves around products.  In each search, the users in the study included at least 

one criterion or characteristic the product must meet, and often times used more than one. 

From the usability study, Baymard created a set of best practice guidelines that e-commerce sites should 

follow to deliver an excellent site search experience.  These guidelines were broken into 5 categories: 

search query types, search form & logic, autocomplete, results logic & guidance, results layout and 

result filtering & sorting. 

The different types of search queries were classified into 12 groups in the Baymard Best Practices Guide.  

These are detailed in the Appendix of this white paper and the report excerpt, Deconstructing E-

commerce Search - The 12 Query Types.  The testers observed that subjects relied heavily on four of the 

search query types: 

 Thematic search, where the user puts a concept or usage style into their search to more 

accurately define what they seek ("living room rug", or "cold weather jacket") 

 Feature search, when a user includes one or more product features in their search in an effort to 

more accurately define what they are looking for ("red knit sweater") 

 Relational search, where the user will use an entity related to the items they are looking for, 

such as an author, music artist, actor, etc. ("George Clooney movies" or "Katy Perry songs") 

 Symptom search, where the user will search based on a problem or experienced symptom 

("medicine for itchy skin" or "rug stain remover") 

The usability study also found that it was not uncommon for different search query types to be 

combined such as a search containing a product type (typically a category or subcategory) and 

subjective (comparison terms) components – women's dresses rated 4 stars or higher – or a feature 

search and thematic search – natural wood shutters for the living room. 

 

  



What Doesn't Work? 

The Baymard Benchmark Study of the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites revealed very poor support for 

many essential search query types on the e-commerce sites tested.  The following chart documents the 

full study results for the top 10 search query types across all target e-commerce sites.  Some 

observations of note from these results are: 

 70% of sites require the user to use the exact same names for products, product types or 

categories in order get relevant results, with no support for common synonyms, 

 22% of sites did not support searches using a color even when products were available in 

different colors, 

 60% of sites didn't support searches using different themes such as spring jacket, office chair or 

living room rug, 

 64% of sites did not deliver relevant results on searches for a product type such as televisions, 

cameras or sandals, 

 60% of sites did not produce relevant results when symbols or abbreviations were used in the 

search query, 

 34% of sites had no tolerance for incorrect spelling, producing poor or no results when a visitor 

misspelled even a single character in a search term. 

It was clear from the Baymard Benchmark Study that the search engines used by those firms did not 

have the proper features to deliver the best possible search experience.  Let's examine where the 

traditional search engines fell apart and what new capabilities can close this gap. 

 

 



Feature, Thematic and Relational Search 

As mentioned earlier, the testers in the study observed that subjects relied heavily on four of the search 

query types: thematic, feature, relational and symptom search.  The benchmark study found only 34% of 

the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites supported these types of searches, leaving a very large gap in the 

search experience at nearly two-thirds of the e-commerce sites in the study. 

Shoppers think about products they want in "concepts" such as how they will use the product, or the 

picture of the product they have in their mind.  A "product concept" is a series of words that describe a 

group of products in terms of how they will be used, how they are pictured by a shopper, or other 

common characteristics shoppers use to describe a product.   

When a shopper enters a brick-and-mortar store and speaks with a sales associate, they will describe 

what they are looking for in these concepts.  The sales associate then finds the right products.  Shouldn’t 

a search engine work the same way?  

Sites had issues with these four search query types because their search engines do not understand 

concepts.  Traditional search engines fall apart because (a) they only understand each keyword on its 

own and cannot comprehend the meaning of word combinations as concepts, and (b) only work from 

limited sets of information in the product catalog. 

Natural Language Search 

A natural language search engine goes far beyond traditional keyword search engines by processing a 

search query much like a human.  A natural language engine breaks down the entire search query, 

deriving the meaning of each term, establishing the relationship between the terms and knowing exactly 

how they apply to the products and catalog structure.  This derives a more precise meaning from the 

search and returns a more relevant set of results. 

The ability to define and use product concepts is a core capability of a natural language search engine.  

Let's look at how a natural language engine offers better support for feature, thematic, relational and 

symptomatic search the Baymard report found to be lacking in other sites. 

Feature Search 

If a visitor asks for a "blue men's sport coat in size 42", a natural language engine understands the 

meaning of the entire search query: each term, the meaning of each term in the catalog, and how the 

terms relate to one another.  In this example, men's is a major category, sport coat is a product sub-

category under the men's category, and blue and size 42 are attributes of the sport coat. 

A true natural language engine is also flexible and does not require specific ordering of the terms.  With 

a natural language engine, one could ask for a "size 42 sport coat for men in blue" and get the same 

exact results as our previous search. 



Thematic Searches 

Thematic searches refer to concepts that may not directly exist in the product catalog, but can be 

understood by the search engine based on other attributes in the catalog.  Defining and using these 

‘concepts’ is a key factor for successful thematic searches.   

A natural language engine offers the ability to define the sets of products described by that particular 

concept through a rule that looks at other attributes.  This is called a "derived attribute", named so 

because it is 'derived" by the search engine through information in other attribute fields.  The inability to 

have derived attributes is what makes concept searches like thematic searches impossible in traditional 

search engines. 

The North Face U.S. site uses natural language rules to define "concepts" for search that describe certain 

aspects of a product such as: breathable, wind protection, water resistant, etc.  With that definition, 

visitors could search specifically for "men's wind protection jackets."  The search engine understands 

this concept and delivers the exact products that match as seen in the screenshot below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 1: 

         Search Results for "men's wind 

         Protection jackets on 

         The North Face U.S. Site 

 

 

 

 

 



In a natural language engine, derived attributes can be used both in search and in navigation, giving the 

site the ability to merchandise by using the concepts in multiple ways.  If we look at the second 

screenshot below, you see the search results for "men's jackets."  In these results, we can select the 

"BENEFIT" facet from the navigation bar and narrow our results to the men's jackets with wind 

protection.  Clicking on the facet produces the same exact results as our search on "men's wind 

protection jackets." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 2: 

         Use of the BENEFIT facet and 

         the Wind Protection attribute  

         on The North Face U.S. Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relational Searches 

A natural language search solution also provides the ability to define concepts that are relations to 

specific products.  This further extends the range of the search terminology, providing more ways in 

which visitors can find products.  

A prime example of this is the search at Oya Costumes, Canada’s finest internet costume business.  This 

site provides search by both themes and relations.  Let's take a look at a specific relation search. 

The most popular Halloween costumes for 2014 are from the Disney movie Frozen.  If we perform a 

search at Oya Costumes for "Princess Elsa" (as in Screen 3), we see all the costumes and accessories 

related to the Princess Elsa character. 



 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 3: 

         Princess Elsa relation search at 

         Oya Costumes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Synonyms and Spell Correction 

The Baymard study had two poignant statistics that showed how inflexible the search experience is at 

the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites: 

a) Only 30% of the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites supported synonyms for product 

types/categories, causing visitors to the other 70% of sites to use the exact same terms on the 

site or receive no relevant results, and 

b) 34% of those same sites don't return useful results on searches with misspellings as simple as 

one character of a product name. 

Both of these issues break one of the most basic rules of e-commerce search – flexibility.  Shoppers may 

have their own terms they use to describe a product, or they may use jargon learned from other 

vendors' sites.  And, shoppers are human – they will make mistakes in the searches they perform.   

Inflexible search is the equivalent to having an unaccommodating sales person in the store: often times 

the shopper will leave the store and may never come back.  In an online store, this is abandonment. 

Synonyms 

For a truly flexible search environment, the search engine must support a variety of standard product 

synonyms (blow dryer as a synonym for hair dryer) as well as slang ("shades" as a synonym for 

sunglasses) and industry specific terms ("fixie" as a synonym for fixed-gear bicycle).  Synonym creation 

and management is one of the most basic tasks of a quality e-commerce search engine and should be 

made as easy as possible by the underlying tools.   

To best support synonyms, a site search solution needs a number of critical features to make the 

process easy and manageable: 

 A simple graphical UI that makes the creation of new synonyms easy and can immediately show 

the user the products returned to the visitor based on the definition of the synonym, 

 Rich search analytics and reports that identify search terms used by visitors which produced 

"problematic" results and allow the user to add new synonyms for those terms in a single click, 

 The ability to deploy "industry packs" that are aware of many synonyms used in that industry 

and immediate expand the search linguistics 

Done properly, synonyms can be managed easily and help deliver a more flexible search environment 

which allows the visitor to search in their own terms. 

Let's look again at The North Face U.S. site to see how they addressed the problem the Baymard Study 

identified around product category synonyms  Here we will perform a search on rain jackets as shown in 

Screen 4.  The search engine understands that rain jackets is a synonym for the product category 

rainwear and immediately takes us to the Rainwear page, as shown in Screen 5. 

 



  

 

 

 

         Screen 4: 

         "Rain Jackets" Search on 

         The North Face U.S. Site 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 5: 

         The North Face Rainwear Page 

 

 

 

 

Spell Correction 

Most e-commerce search engines do not have built in spell correction, requiring the e-commerce team 

to create synonyms for every spell correction combination.  This approach creates a laborious process 

for managing spell corrections that is fraught with error. 

A better approach is for a site search solution to have built in spell correction capabilities that use 

algorithms to understand how to match a misspelled word with the true term the visitor meant.  The 

approach allows the spell correction scheme to work specifically with the terms in the site's product 

catalog.  Spell correction algorithms remove the labor from the process, eliminate errors, and makes the 

site supremely tolerant of shopper mistakes. 



Model Number and Dimension Search 

Model number and dimensional searches are perhaps the strongest a "buy" signal a shopper can give.  It 

says they know exactly what they want.  If the search returns the right product, then it is highly likely the 

shopper will purchase.  But if an e-commerce site does not return relevant results for a model or 

dimensional search, the shopper will walk away believing the site does not have that product, even if 

the site does carry it. 

Yet, the Baymard study showed many of the Top 50 U.S. E-Commerce Sites do not provide adequate 

support for these types of searches: 

 34% of sites don’t return useful results when users searched using a model number, 

 60% of sites did not product relevant results when symbols or abbreviations were used, 

Allowing customers to find products using model numbers and product dimensions is a challenge for any 

site.  The structure of the terms is complex and often contains symbols and abbreviations.   Let's look at 

certain features a search solution can offer that can strengthen support for this type of search, and 

make it easier on the e-commerce team. 

Model and Part Number Searches 

Model and part numbers are among the trickiest searches for a site to support.  Some model numbers 

contain dashes (-) or slashes (/), while others don't.  Some product documentation may vary in their use 

the dashes or slashes when referring to the product, leaving the shopper in a quandary on how to enter 

the model number.  And sometimes, the shopper may only have a portion of the model number. 

If your site needs accurate results and flexibility for model number searches, one should look closely to 

see if the search platform supports "part number matcher" algorithms.   A part number matcher gives 

two very critical aspects to your part number search capabilities: 

 It matches the same underlying part number regardless if the shopper included any dashes, 

slashes or other symbols through flexible parsing, 

 It will match part numbers even when the shopper entered only a portion of the part number in 

their search, 

This not only allows your site to perform model number searches, but gives supreme flexibility and 

tolerance in response to the model number searches. 

Let's look at the site InkJetSuperstore, who provides printer ink and cartridges to homes and businesses, 

to see how great part number search should work. 

First we perform a search "HP C4844A", which is looking for a cartridge for this particular HP model 

printer.  The search engine understood that HP was the brand and C4844A was the model number, 

returning an exact match as shown in Screen 6 on the next page. 



 

 

 

         Screen 6: 

         Search for HP C4844A at 

         InkJetSuperstore.com 

 

 

 

 

 

We then do two more searches for "C4844" and "4844."  As you can see in screens 7 and 8 below, the 

part number matcher in the search engine understood that these partial model numbers were 

derivatives of the C4844A, and again returned those exact matches. 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 7: 

         Search for 4844A at 

         InkJetSuperstore.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

         Screen 8: 

         Search for 4844 at 

         InkJetSuperstore.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Dimensional Search 

Dimensional searches involve measurement parameters of a product – curtains 48 inches in length, or 

¼" drill bits.  As with model number searches, a dimensional search is a strong signal of purchase intent 

– if you can meet my criteria I am ready to buy.  But many search engines, keyword or not, have 

difficulty with dimensional searches, as indicated by the Baymard Benchmark Study. 

Dimensional searches involve the use of symbols (" for inches, etc.), dimensional words (inches, feet, 

etc.), abbreviations (in. for inches, ft. for feet, etc.), special industry terms/abbreviations (lumens or 

watts for lighting products, amps for electrical or hardware products, etc.).  The search engine also 

needs to understand special comparative words such as over, under and between, and execute the 

search in accordance with those words and related values. 

Besides the special characters and words, the search engine needs to interpret the entire search query 

and properly derive the true intent of the visitor.  When a visitor enters a search with the clause 

"between 2 and 3 feet", the search engine needs to know that the visitor is not asking about products 

for your feet. 

Only a true natural language search engine can perform all the required aspects to properly perform 

dimensional searches.  A natural language engine can: 

 Identify all the required symbols, terms and abbreviations within the search query and 

understand their meaning, 

 Easily allow the e-commerce team to extend the dimensional search to cover dimensional 

terminology specific to their industry, 



 Properly interpret the search query in its entirety, derive the true intent of the visitor, and 

deliver the precise set of products they are looking for. 

Travers Tools, a leading supplier of tools to the metalworking and industrial markets, provides an 

excellent example of supporting dimensional searches.  In the first example shown in Screen 9 below, 

we perform a search for 18 volt cordless drills, with the results showing specifically the 18 volt models.  

In the second example, we search for 1/4" titanium drill bits, with the results showing the titanium drills 

bits that are in quarter-inch size.  Note the support for the special character ' " ' when searching for sizes 

in inches. 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 9: 

         Search for 18 volt cordless drills 

         at Travers Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 10: 

         Search for ¼" titanium drill bits 

         at Travers Tools 

 

 

 



Price Range Search 

While not explicitly called out by the Baymard Institute report, price range searches are very important, 

in particular for B2C e-retail sites.  Helping a customer search by price range directly in the search box 

reduces the clicks they need to perform to find a product in their target, bring that customer ever closer 

to converting. 

Price range searches have some common characteristics to dimensional searches such as the need to 

recognize special symbols (currency symbols) and the ability to interpret specific range and comparison 

words (under, over, between, etc.). 

Let's look at the women's fashion apparel site, JJill to see how they handle price range searches.  You 

can see in the first screenshot a search for "blue cardigan sweaters under $20", where the search engine 

not only satisfied the price constraint, but also narrowed the results to the specific attributes.  IN the 

second screenshot, you will see a similar search between a price range – "blue cardigan sweaters 

between $30 and $50."  

 

 

 

 

         Screen 11: 

         JJill Price Search "under $20" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Screen 12: 

         JJill Price Search 

"between $30 and $50" 

 

 

  



Conclusion 

The Baymard Study and Report offers a sobering look at the poor search experience at some of the most 

prominent e-commerce brands and the top 50 U.S. e-commerce sites.  Yet, there are many examples of 

e-commerce sites that have reaped the benefit from a more advanced, natural language search solution 

and delivered a superior search experience for their shoppers, including the examples provide here: The 

North Face, Oya Costumes, InkJetSuperstore, Travers Tools and JJill. 

The Baymard Study provides a comprehensive guideline by which e-commerce organizations should 

evaluate their search capabilities, determine the features they need from their e-commerce search 

solution, and develop a roadmap to offer a superior search experience for their visitors. 

The business benefits of better search are dramatic: increased customer conversion, greater online 

revenue, more return customers, and increased Purchase Order Value (POV).  The downside of inaction 

is daunting: customer abandonment and lost sales, current and future.  Which would you choose? 

 

  



Appendix: The 12 Search Queries from the Baymard Best Practice Guide 

The search queries best practices from the Baymard Report documented the various types of searches 

performed in the usability study.   The searches were classified into 12 groups.  Here are all the groups 

and a description of the searches in those groups. 

1. Exact Search – in this type of search, the shopper is looking for a specific product using the exact 

name of product, a manufacturer or retailer product ID, or manufacturer product number ("dell 

latitude notebook"). 

2. Product Type Search – this search is where a shopper looks for a type of product, which could 

include a category or sub-category ("women's dresses"). 

3. Feature Search – this more complex search involves using specific attributes or other features of 

a product ("red long sleeve sweater in size 4"). 

4. Thematic Search – in this type of search the shopper looks for products using themes or topics, 

for example "living room rug." 

5. Relational Search – this search uses a term or person that is related to the items, such as 

"George Clooney movie" or "Martha Stewart cookware." 

6. Compatibility Search – this is where a shopper will search for items such as accessories or parts 

for a specific product they own, such as "dell laptop batteries." 

7. Slang, Abbreviation, and Symbol Search – in this search the shopper will use different terms 

such as slang, abbreviations or symbols to find products.  An example is searching for "shades" 

when looking for sunglasses. 

8. Subjective Search – this type of search uses a form of subjective comparison such as a "high 

reliability laptop."  This could also include user generated content such as ratings ("laptops rated 

4 stars or higher"). 

9. Symptom Search – with this search a user searches for a product based on a symptom they 

have, such as "medicine for a sore throat." 

10. Implicit Search – this type of search takes into account the current context of the shopper's 

session.  For example, if shopper is in the women's category and searches for "underwear" they 

should only see women's underwear and not see men's underwear. 

11. Non-Product Search – this type of search supports content that is not a product, such as "return 

policy" or "user manuals." 

12. Natural Language Search – this search involves asking for a product in regular spoken language, 

such as "I'm looking for a red dress in size 4 made by Ralph Lauren." 


